Diary of a

Beauty
Editor
By Janet Carlson freed

T&C ’s cosmetics queen tells all about her beat.
Most of the time, I think of my occupation as being like
any other. I get up, go to the office, have a few appointments and
meetings, go home. But then, some days, I’m obliged to recognize that I have a rather special job, one that occasionally makes
me feel a bit like Eloise at the former Plaza. My work as Town &
Country’s beauty and health director is variously glamorous, fun
and interesting, at times even zany. It can also be difficult and
pressured, fraught with deadlines as it is. But, really, who could
complain about having to test, sniff, slather, lather, dab, swipe
and evaluate thousands of cosmetics each year? Yes, my teammates, Nina Judar and Kristi Placek, and I do this for a living!
Our workroom is brimming with everything from eye shadows,
lipsticks and astronomically priced skin creams to perfumes and
scented candles; from sunblocks, deodorants and toothpastes to
vitamins, energy bars and sports drinks—all for us to sample.
Of course, there’s more involved than product management; I
also meet the heads of cosmetics companies or their publicrelations reps. I go, for example, to tea at the Peninsula Hotel
with Jan Arnold, the artistic genius behind Creative Nail Design
of California; to the offices of Lancôme for a press presentation
with a gaggle of my counterparts from other magazines; to
lunch at the Pierre for health symposiums about suicide, breast
cancer and depression. (The health research itself gets depressing, so thank God for lipstick and fragrance.) And I go to
day spas to try out facials and massages. You know, ordinary
stuff like that. This is called being a market editor. Despite my
supposed beauty-queen status, I mostly travel by subway or on
foot, although sometimes the occasion calls for a car and driver
(sent by the vendor) or a new hybrid automobile (sent by the

eco-conscious vendor). This part of my job is rather like being a
hunter or a gatherer, only instead of coming back with a carcass
or a basket of berries, I return with shopping bags full of skin
creams and bath oils, along with my notes about the new haul,
with which to plan the beauty pages for T&C’s upcoming issues.
Regardless of what you may think, market work and reporting
are challenging; they require a keen mind (if I may say so) and a
healthy dose of skepticism. The cosmetics business is highly
competitive. Many of the companies have gargantuan advertising budgets and clever public-relations professionals whose mission is to make me a believer, to convince me that their product
is (a) original, (b) the best ever, (c) the first to use such and such
an ingredient from a faraway place accessible only by helicopter
during three weeks in January or made from roses harvested by
hand at the vernal equinox in a feng-shuied garden and, therefore, (d) worthy of inclusion in this magazine, preferably on a
full page or the cover. My mission, in turn, is to receive all the information politely and then decide for myself what’s real, useful
and best for my readers. And therein lies the painstaking effort
that often makes me wish I’d majored in biochemistry instead of
history. The following are selections from my notebook that give
a more complete picture of what, exactly, a beauty and health
editor does—besides her nails.
1/18/06:

There I go again, trusting strangers.

But I guess I’d call that one of the requirements of my job. The
stranger in this case is Brad Drummer, a massage therapist,
and he has my left thigh in his hands here at Exhale Spa on
59th Street in New York City. Brad is six foot two and gorgeous,
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naturally. He has asked me to be floppy, just let my leg muscles
go, do nothing, let him do all the work. I’m doing my best. And
it occurs to me that I have to really concentrate not to control
my leg and, instead, let a stranger take charge of it. Brad tells
me I stand to get more benefit from the massage if he doesn’t
have to bust through my defenses: tensed muscles. Which are,
by the way, relaxing now. Before I know it, time’s up. I’m clearly relaxed, disarmed or flustered, because after I thank him,
I walk into the ladies’ locker room to dress, and I pick up what
I presume to be hair spray and spray my hair with—oh, no!—
deodorant! I hope nobody saw.

Lunch with Leonard. This is something every beauty editor worth her salt should be able to say is on her
calendar at least once a year. And it’s crucial to say just “Leonard,” because it shows you’re on a first-name basis with one of
the most powerful men in the business: Leonard Lauder, chairman of the Estée Lauder Companies. Fortunately, he happens to
be one of the most gracious, intelligent, interesting and forwardthinking of cosmetics executives as well. We’re having lunch today at Michael’s, the media gathering place, on 55th Street, and
to name-drop even more shamelessly, Beverly Sills and Barbara
Walters are at the next table. Of course, Leonard knows them, so
they’ve just done some quick catching up. One of the things I like
about Leonard is that he doesn’t hold back. He has just told me
all about acid reflux and which foods to cut out. If indeed I do
have the ailment, I now have Leonard’s handwritten list, which
says, “Do not eat or drink: tomato sauce, pineapple, spicy foods,
carbonated beverages, orange and grapefruit.”
11/09/06:

Shiseido is looking at spring 2007. To
present its launches, the company has invited editors to a little
bash at Felissimo, the Midtown store. The servers are passing
trays of pretty colored drinks. I taste one; it’s nice and citrusy,
and I learn it’s yuzu, the Asian fruit of the moment featured in
one of Shiseido’s new skin-care products. Chinese skullcap is
another hot ingredient, it seems. After thirteen years in the
beauty biz, I admit I’m a little jaded when it comes to the latest,
best, most powerful ingredient. Everything is an antioxidant if
you pay attention. At my most cynical moments I’m convinced
there’s a factory in New Jersey that makes antioxidants for all
the companies, which then make up romantic stories about discovering them in far-flung and exotic locales.
11/14/06:

A quiet day. After lunch with a health writer, I
have a deskside meeting, and at 4 p.m. I do a telephone interview with Dr. Howard Fillit, an expert on Alzheimer’s, who tells
me: “It’s a nightmare. People are more afraid of losing their
11/15/06:
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minds than getting cancer or dying.” Dr. Fillit says there’s hope
in the new drugs that are being developed, but as he describes
his experience treating his patients and the tremendous toll
this deadly illness takes on all involved, I do believe I detect an
emotional swell in his voice, and for the first time as a health editor, I appreciate that doctors are human too.
11/30/06:

It’s evening—off to a cocktail event.

On the way I stop at Bergdorf Goodman to spritz myself with
Clive Christian’s fabulously expensive perfume, called No. 1.
It’s so expensive—$2,350—the company doesn’t even send out
samples, so whenever I want to wear the scent, I have to go to
the counter for a spray. In the ladies’ room, touching up my
makeup, I engage in a bit of applied beauty science: “Excuse
me,” a well-heeled and very attractive woman says to me. “You
look like you know what you’re doing. Could you tell me if you
like this lipstick on me? I just bought it. It’s Chanel. I’m just
not sure. Is it too neutral? I’m used to wearing more color, but
I’m told that can be aging.” She is stunning—fifty-five, max—
and she has nothing to worry about. “I like that color,” I say.
“Turn to the light; let me see. Yes, it’s nice and warm. You’re
not too monochromatic.” I’m tickled that she doesn’t even
know I’m a beauty editor.

Time to clean the closet. Kristi and Nina,
my stalwart associates, have been earnestly clearing out our
workroom to stage a beauty sale, organizing a thousand or so
items by category into Lucite bins, on tables, on shelves. Otherwise genteel, civilized staff members scratch and claw and
bribe their way to the head of the line for these sales. It only
goes to show how important lipstick and nail polish actually
are in the grand scheme of things. Today, with less commotion
than usual and no injuries or arrests, we sell products for a
dollar or so each and make $4,100 to divide between two worthy causes: Baby Buggy, Jessica Seinfeld’s charity, and the Violence Intervention Program of Los Angeles.
12/21/06:

Today is mostly an in-office day. Here’s
my to-do list: edit Nina’s front-of-book copy; see the editor in
chief about scheduling the Alzheimer’s story; discuss photography for future makeup stories with the art director; clear the
workroom floor of three weeks’ worth of product deliveries before Kristi kills me; distract Kristi by having her do up contracts
for authors; return fourteen phone calls; book an acupuncture
facial at the Eva Scrivo Salon; research the press release I just
received that says, “A landmark UCLA study suggests that women respond to stress with a cascade of brain chemicals that cause
us to make and maintain friendships with other women.” So
1/23/07:

much for fight-or-flight. The release says the hormone oxytocin
is released in women during stress response, acting as a buffer:
stress, more oxytocin, more girl talk, less agita. However, “this
calming response does not occur in men.” No, of course not.
1/25/07: I’m feeling wiped out. As the week winds
down, I reflect: I’ve assigned half a dozen or so stories about
grief and have had to make these rather awkward phone calls
soliciting the writers: “Hi there, it’s Janet. Have you by any
chance suffered the death of your beloved dog or cat recently?”
And: “Hi, how was your holiday? Anyway, would you mind writing about the loss of your father for us?” It has felt absurd and,
frankly, with all due respect for the bereaved on the other end of
the line, painful for me. There but for the grace of luck go I.
Each writer was so ready to talk and willing to write, it was
touching; I have taken care not to act like a therapist. I am utterly drained and sad.

I do love a good beauty contest. I’m backstage at Madison Square Garden for the Westminster Dog Show,
as the guest of Isle of Dogs, a new line of luxury dog-grooming
products. I’m touring the on-deck area with Andrea Lane, the
dog handler and breeder who cofounded Isle of Dogs. (I’m currently testing the brand’s products at home on my Rottweiler
and my pit bull mix, and I must say, my pets are looking fine.)
We’re passing by the bullmastiffs and some humongous shaggy
things, but it’s time to go out to our seats for the Rottweilers’
best-of-breed event. Andrea and I talk about my sweet pit,
named Cookie, who is half basenji, an African breed. Cookie
loves to sunbathe, I say, and Andrea warns me that dogs who
sunbathe should have sunblock applied to their bellies. Oh, really? Do dogs get skin cancer too? I’ll have to alert some people.
2/12/07:

A routine morning at my desk. I’ve reviewed my accumulated e-mails and scanned my health in-box
for some good news, to no avail. Time for lunch at Le Bernardin with Clarins. I sit across from Eric Horowitz, who runs the
U.S. division, and the talk turns, fortuitously, to Eric’s dog. I
pitch the canine-sunblock idea, saying it’s a niche nobody’s occupying now and that Clarins should go for it, being wellknown for its human-sun-protection line. I am partly joking,
but Eric has taken it seriously, and I say, watch for the Clarins
sun-protection line pour les chiens.
2/13/07:

Prescriptives is up to something. The
company has signed on Bobby Kennedy Jr. to speak at lunch
today at the Modern restaurant in the Museum of Modern Art.
The brand is launching Super Line Preventor Xtreme. I shake
3/08/07:

hands with Bobby and learn he has pneumonia. I tell him to go
straight home to bed after this. During lunch he speaks passionately about the dangers of toxins in fish, about industries polluting the air and about the scoundrels in government who are
promoting the despoliation of our environment. “The Bush administration is the worst administration in the history of the
United States when it comes to the environment,” he says. The
folks at Prescriptives make the connection to their product:
with global warming and other ecological problems, our skin
suffers more assaults and so needs more . . . antioxidants! When
Bobby finishes, Andrea Robinson, president of Prescriptives, invites questions. I raise my hand. “Yes?” Bobby acknowledges
me. “Was it okay to eat the fish at lunch today?” Laughter.
“What kind of fish was it?” he asks, not having eaten yet. “The
menu says ‘pistachio-crusted bass.’ ” Bobby replies, “It’s probably Chilean sea bass—endangered, but it’s not going to kill you.”
Well, that’s a relief.

Trend alert—naps are in! I’ve just been to
Yelo, a new, beautifully done little nook on 57th, across the
street from our office. Owner Nicolas Ronco just opened this
quasi day spa offering reflexology and naps—period. (Maybe
they should call it a night spa.) My practitioner, Sara Bragdon,
gave me the most divine reflexology session: forty-five minutes
on just my feet. I’ve never felt such well-being even from a fullbody massage. Afterward, Nicolas tells me he came up with
the idea for Yelo while on an exhausting trip to Japan, where
businessmen never take vacations—instead, they take naps.
Right there in the middle of the meeting. So here you can take
a twenty- or forty-minute power nap in a zero-gravity chair
in a YeloCab (a small, private space) while music and light- and
color-therapy work their magic. When it’s time, a simulated
sunrise wakes you up. I didn’t try this—had to get back to work!
3/14/07:

3/22/07: Another day, another conference room.

This one at the Four Seasons Hotel is freezing. The L’Oréal team
is presenting, among other things, Skin Genesis, its new skin-care
line for thirty- to forty-year-olds, who should be thinking about
preventing the signs of aging. We are hearing about clinical studies. There are graphs, pie charts and percentages of improvement. No wonder they’re keeping the room cold. Alan Meyers,
L’Oréal’s head of research and development, has come to the podium to explain things at the molecular level: “I hope you’ve had
your coffee,” he warns us. “Lock the back door.”

Lunch with Fran Drescher. The actress is
the driving force behind a new movement called Cancer Schmancer. She’s a survivor of uterine cancer and two years of 117
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ticket. The museum’s holdings of Islamic
art—a term defined not by geography but
by the cultures of Islamic populations in
countries such as Iran, Morocco, Turkey,
Spain, Syria, Egypt and India—add an aesthetic dimension to places that are continents away and are routinely cast these
days in a negative light in the news. What’s
more, the collection ranges from massive
8th-century storage jars from Iran to 15thcentury lusterware vessels from Spain to
18th-century jewelry and enameled objects from Moghul India. With 3,500 pieces, painstakingly assembled by Duke over
a period of sixty years, Shangri La houses
an accumulation larger than the holdings
of many major museums.
More than anything else, though, it is a
trove that reflects the personality of a
globe-trotting iconoclast. “Doris wasn’t a
purist; she was collecting for her house,”
says Deborah Pope, executive director of
Shangri La. “She collected in a very diverse manner, from really serious masterpieces that might belong in a museum
to things she bought in small villages in
India in the 1980s—and everything in between.” What’s most compelling about
Duke’s acquisitions is that she bought
just what she found aesthetically pleasing
enough to be around 24/7.
Though Duke used her secluded retreat only several months each year, she
visited faithfully for six decades. The
pristine beaches, tropical climate and
aura of otherworldly tranquillity weren’t
the only attributes that attracted her to
Hawaii’s state capital. It also put nearly
5,000 air miles between her and the
white-gloved crowd she’d grown up with
on the East Coast.
Says Pope: “I am still asked today by
what one would call the elite of Honolulu,
‘How come we never met her?’ And it was
because she didn’t care to join the country club or go to the major benefits for the
symphony. She avoided all that. She did
that when she was in New York. In Honolulu she’d have her friends over, and it’d
be informal.” Duke’s preferred compan-

ions on the island were the Kahanamokus,
a sprawling family of athletes who taught
her to surf, paddle a canoe, sail and play
Hawaiian music—and with whom she
liked to party, island-style.
“You could tell that she was having
a fabulous time,” Pope says of the many
archival snapshots of Duke, ever selfpossessed, clowning around for the camera. “The photographs of her taken by
commercial photographers or of her at
events and parties where she kind of puts
on a mask were totally different from the
candids of her here, with her local friends,”
says Pope. “You can’t not look at them.
She’s really joyful.”
And so, in its way, is the spirit of Shangri La.
∂

A Trip to Paradise
Shangri La is tucked away in Black Point, a
primly manicured Honolulu suburb near Diamond Head, and is accessible only to visitors
with reservations who arrive by shuttle bus
from the downtown Honolulu Academy
of Arts (900 South Beretania Street; 808-5328700). An introductory video shown at the
academy includes scenes of Duke, an ordinarily buttoned-up socialite, letting her hair down
in the Hawaiian air. By special arrangement,
guests at Waikiki’s Halekulani hotel (2199
Kalia Road; 808-923-2311) are shown the video
at the hotel and then transported to Shangri
La by private van ($15 per person). In both
cases the reservation process below applies.
Reservations: Forty-eight visitors are permitted daily from Wednesday through Saturday,
in guided groups of twelve. To reserve and
purchase tickets ($25, or $20 with proof of
Hawaii residency), call 866-385-3849, or
from Honolulu, 532-DUKE. Ticket purchase
must be made with a major credit card
at time of reservation. Children twelve and
older are welcome. shangrilahawaii.org.
Dining: The Honolulu Academy of Arts’ excellent Pavilion Café is open Tuesday through
Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Or visitors
can head for Little Village (1113 Smith Street;
808-545-3008), a good restaurant in nearby
Chinatown.

misdiagnosis, and she’s mad as hell, not
going to take it anymore. She lambastes
Washington for not recognizing that women represent more than half of all voters
and proclaims it’s high time to devise
proper screening tests for gynecologic
cancers. “There’s not a person in this
room,” she says with a dramatic pause,
“who didn’t come from a womb.” She is a
powerful speaker, and her voice is not annoyingly nasal the way it is on TV. I listen
to every word, watch every gesture. I’m
convinced she is right, and I’m glad for her
passion. It’s true: women should have better cancer-survival rates. I’ll vote for Fran.
Most days, when I’m out and about, I

meet such smart, passionate people, and
I think this may be my favorite part of
what I do. But then I get back to the office and my heart leaps at the sight of
more shopping bags to be explored, more
stories to be shaped. No matter how
many years it has been—thirteen and
counting—I just never get tired of discovering the new shades. This fall, by the
way, lips are looking rosy. 
∂

Fashion and Shopping
Information
G e t C los e r

Page 103 : Versace gown at selected Versace boutiques, www.versace.com. Gabriela de la Vega necklace, worn as bracelet,
at Valentina, Brookfield, WI, 262-7897759; evalentina.com. Page 104: Roberto
Cavalli gown, robertocavalli.com. Martin
Katz earrings and bracelets at Martin Katz,
L.A., 310-276-7200. Page 105: Giorgio Armani vintage gown at Giorgio Armani,
NYC, 212-988-9191. Gabriela de la Vega
bracelet at Kirna Zabête, NYC, 212941-9656. Brian Atwood sandals at Intermix stores, 212-249-7858; Neiman Marcus
stores, 877-634-6263. Page 107: MaxMara
sweater at MaxMara, Costa Mesa, CA,
714-754-7900. J Brand jeans, neimanmar
cus.com. Brian Atwood pumps, neiman

marcus.com. 
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